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unopposed seats
College of Engineering, said ''I
want to have a word in and
know what's happening behind
"I'm in Senate, I can do any- the scenes."
thing," Gary Marlar said while
JeremyJungreis, who is .in a
anticipating the results of last run-·o ffto represent the College
week's Student Senate election . . of Eduction, said he would like
Marlar is one of the 11 stu- to ease the requirements for
dents who ran unopposed. He education majors. Jungreis said
was elected to the Senate for the that if he is not elected, he will
College of Business.
continue to work hard for his
Student Government posted fraternity, grades and the varithe results at 2 a.m. Thursday ous honor societies to which he Greg Memory won Business Seat 5 in the Student Government elections. Memory
morning. (For a complete list of belongs. By doing so, he said he f
d th
2
Th
oun ou e won at a.m. ursday outside the. SG offices. (John RiveratFUTURE)
election Fesults, see page 6.) . feels he wi1l still make a differ~
Terrance Dunn also went un- ence.
~
~
opposed for the college of Education. He acted as senator during the spring.
College of Education. Rhodes'
''Now I'm comfortable to start name was left off the ballots the
writing bills and being more first day of . elections at the
active," he said. "I would like to branchcampuses.Inagreement, by Rebecca Falcon
gives us the ability to be in two places at once." ·
link the minority students to Rhodes and E1ahi omitted the STAFF REPORTER
He explained that due to justices resigning,
they have not had enough people to hear all the
SG and let them know they are votes from the branch campuses
.
a part of UCF and get them for the final results.
The Student Government referendum to the cases on hand.
The referendum also increased the term of
involved with government,"
Elahi won the election by 51 Constitution was passed by a vote ofl ,480to1 77
office from one to two years.
Dunn said. He added that the percent. However, Rhodes has Thursday.
increased number of senate appealed the results and it will
One of the changes made through the new
Meadows said this change, which is nechopefuls, the growth in organi- ·be brought before the Judiciary referendum is the number of justices, now in- essary to prevent the president from being
creased from nine to 14.
zations and the student popula- Board for review.
able to stack a judicial branch in his or her
GregMemory,elected.t oSeat ~
These volunteer positions. are filled by ap- favor, will create a more experienced countion in general is bringing UCF
one step closer to being a major 5 for the College of Business, pointed from the student body president after cil and will enhance its ability to train new
university.
summed up his feelings by say- application review.
Matt Dimont, elected for the ing "It's ·a big undertaking."
SGJudicial Advisor Jeff Meadows said, ''This
CONSTITUTION continued page 3

by Rebecca Falcon
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SG re1.eren um re1.orn1s court
NtJmber ofjustices jumps to 14, terms lengthened to 2 years

$770,000 Sig Ep house started
by Jennifer Burgess

of Florida Mu Alumni Association. 'This is going to be
the largest house on campus. I think it is the bestlooking house also." The house, which will be located on the new section
Members of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity participated in the official groundbreaking ceremony for of Greek Row, is expected to be completed by midFebruary. It will house 46 men and will have a red brick
their new chapter house Saturday afternoon.
front.
The house, which will cost $770, 000 to build, has
Garcia and Jose Ruiz, the Alumni Director for the
been in planning for severa1 years.
"It's finally going to happen ... this project has been an undergraduate chapter, were responsible for organizing
interesting challenge," said Paul Garcia, vice president the project. Garcia said the frateinity has already received
....-::!!!~---="""
· .. .....-;
...r.
. .-:;;
. m.
a guarantee for its second
<"' .~ •• ·· · mortgagefromthenational
headquarters.
'They recognize those
chapters with pqtential.
·Ours has been given the
third largest guarantee
nationally," Garcia said.
Funds were also raised
by alumni and current
members. The alunmi contributed a total of$42,000.
"I feel fortunate to have
worked with the Alumni
Board," saidMarkSutton,
president of UCFs Sig
Eps.
Current members took
part
in
various
Sigma Phi Epsilon participate Saturday in the official groundbreaking
STAFF REPORTER

of their new fraternity house on Greek Row.

(Michael oeHoogtFUTURE)

BLOOD DRIVE
Nicholas Keating donates his 8th pint of blood
for the bloodmobile drive. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

SIG EP continued page 5
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·Macintosh
Classic
•
•
•

68000 processor
2MBRAM
40MB harddrlve

• Apple SuperDrive™ floppy
• High-resolution monochrome
monitor
• System 6.0.7
• - .ffyperCard 2.0
• Apple_Mouse

.AND.••

MacWrite II,
. MacPaiflt,
And ClariS Resolve
for only $150 additional

IBM
, PS/1
• lOMHz 80286
• 2.SMB RAM
• .JOMB harddrive
3.5" l.44MB floppy '
• built-in 2400 baud modem
• 12" color VGA monitor
• DOS 4·. 01
• IBM Mouse
· • .Microsoft Windows 3.0
• Word for Windows
• Entertainment Pack
• Grammatik
• DOS 5.0
• Prodigy Service (3 Month~•
Free)
• METZ File FIX
• hDC Microapps
• Formula Editor ·

Creative

•

286-20

•

•
•

20MHz 80286 processor
2MBRAM

•
•
•
•
•
•

43MB harddrive
3.5" 1.44MB floppy
5.25" 1.2MB floppy
14" grayscale VGA monitor
Digital Research DOS 5.0
ChicMouse

•

•
•
•

•
AND ...

Microsoft Windows 3.0,
Windows Works,
Norton Utilities 6.0,
Z-nix 2- Button Mouse,
And More.
For only $143 additional

•

•
/
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UCF ROTC instructor awarded bronze star

•

by Jennifer Jurek

•
•

•
•

•
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•
•

•

What is the
Bronze Star?

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

3

A second face from UCF was
awarded the Bronze Star for
service in the Persian GulfWar.
Captain Joseph N. Lemelin
Jr. has been awarded the Bronze
Starfor"meritorious service and
achievements ·during the Saudi
crisis," said Betty Martin, Army
ROTC secretary. Lemelin was
part ofthe Bravo unit, 96th Civil
Affairs Italian. He was born in
Florida and lives in Orlando.
"When I first found out I was
receiving the a ward, I was quite
surprised because I didn't feel
like what I did was any different
from the other guys that were
there," Lemelin said.
Lemelin first began teaching
military science for ROTC in
the summer of 1990. After 53
days of teaching, he was ca11ed
to war ·to help in civil affairs.
Lemelin's first specialty is fi~ld
artillery, but when someone was
needed in civil affairs, his second specialty was put to work.
''While working in Iraq, I interfaced in both hostile and
friendly civilians. My job was to
1
try and get these people on our
side to help us," Lemelin said. In
Iraq, Lemelin had eight Iraqis
working for him on the U.S .

Lemelin said.
"I happened to be at the right
place at the right time and someone made an issue of it."
Lemelin said he feels that
·although CNN and other media
showed the family at home in
crisis, many more families all
over the United States were
impacted.
At the close of the meeting,
Lemelin placed his Bronze Star
upon his wife's shoulder anfil
LTC John T. Sanders awards Captain Joseph N. Lemelin the bronze star for bravery during said, "She deserves this award ·
as much as I do."
the Saudi War as his wife watches. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
About35 people attended the
have come in direct combat
side.
''The Middle East was where award ceremony. Among those
The Bronze Star medal was agains thostile forces during any everything was happe~ng. To attendingwere hiswife,Nancy,
first proposed in 1944 by John war.
be in the service for 11 years and his daughter Renee, his parents
"Receiving the medal is the not be included in the crisis and his in-laws.
C. Marshall. Col. John P. Sanders gave the award and said greatest award I have gotten, would be a let down. I was inUCF'slstLt.Jerry Billerwas
that the star's purpose is to rec- and it is the high point of my cluded unexpectedley and it was also awarded the Bronze Star
ognize those indiViduals who career," said Lemelin.
a very ~xciting experience," for bravery in combat.

Administrator bans
room use by Greeks
•
SG says new policy is discriminatory

• by Jennifer Burgess

used.
''We're very sympathetic to
his concerns, but we should set
Student Government passed up a more appropriate proce• a resolution last week asking dure against the groups doing
Richard Huseman to reconsider the damage," DiBona said.
his use of the Business AdminHuseman said he has good
reasons for setting up his guide• istration Building.
· Huseman, dean of Business lines and that they do not interAdministration, recently set fere with student policy.
new guidelines giving academic,
"It seems reasonable that we
• professional and service organi- give prioritY to certain organizations
zations. Sopriority in
cial groups
• using the 'There were several occahave other
options. Beb u i l ding sions in which the rooms
for their
cause
of
functions.
were trashed.,,
their dues
• Social
structure
- Richard Huseman
organizathey are betDean of Administration Building ter able to
tions, or
support aci• fraterniti vi ties,"
ties and
sororities, are lowest in prior- Huseman said.
ity.
He also said that problems oc• The system was enacted be- curred when an organization Kendra Stewart interviews Justin Freitas, an 18-year-old computer engineering
cause several rooms were dam- wanted to reserve rooms for the major. Stewart, 19, practices for her electroni.c field production class. <Laura werderJFUTUREl
aged
entire year. He felt this woula
were several occasions .restrict other groups that may
• in 'There
CONSTITUTION
which rooms were trashed. want to use the rooms.
He explained that the refer- tion of the referendum, stuWe need to get priorities in terms
In a letter written to Di Bona, FROM PAGE 1
endum simply removed the dents knew what they were
of how we use the building," Huseman said, ''The purpose of
word "spring" from the consti- voting for.
• Huseman said.
this letter is to formally ten you justices.
tution.
David Mann, former senate
With the new regulation, ofmy willingness to come before
The increased term will only
This removed a time restric- pro temp, said he is in favor of
Business Administration offi- the Senate, explain the policy, apply to justices, not officers, tion for a referendum.
the referendum.
• cials decide who uses the rooms. and respond to questions."
said Meadows.
Meadows says that ''having
Mann said "I have no probJason Di Bona, student body
Senator Shayan Elahi said,
An increased power of judi- the referendum vote in conjunc- lem with the content."
president, said the new proce- "He didn't consult with us about cial review was given to the tion with elections bolstered the
It is the election ballots he
dure is "completely discrimina- this policy. It's not that we didn't judicial branch by the referen- number of votes."
didn't like.
tory" against social organiza- want to talk. Ifhe had consulted dum.
Meadows says that the refHe said the ."plain English"
tions.
with us, wecouldhaveworkedit
This enables the judicial erendum wi11 enable the Judi- form in which the ballots were
DiBona said he feels it is the out."
branch to can for a referen- cial Branch of SG to "meet the written was incorrect.
• right of the students to have full
However, DiBona said he met dum to amend the constitu- needs of SG and Student AfHe goes on to say that legally,
use of the facilities.
·
with Huseman last spring about tion at any time throughout ~ fairs."
the ballots should have read the
However, according to UCF's the use of the rooms.
school year.
Meadows said students were same as the constitution will
Gordon Rule Handbook, use of
"I've been making efforts for
"If someone thinks there is fully aware· and properly in- read.
• these facilities is considered a a while," DiBona said. He said a piece of legislature .that is formed on the referendum and
Mann also said he feels that
privilege - not a requirement he has written a letter in re- unconstitutional, they can go were able to make an educated students should have been able
- by the university.
sponse and plans to talk to to Judicial Affairs and they vote.
to vote on the individual changes
DiBona
said
alternatives
to
Huseman
concerning the use of can base a decision," Meadows
He said because not every- instead of the changes as a
•
the new procedure should be the building.
one voted in favor or in opposi- whole.
said .
STAFF REPORTER
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FREE .IUSRIDES' . , .
TO
If you DO NOTwant your name, address,
and telephone number printed in the
Student Directory, YOU must
do the following:
GOTO:
STUDENT AFFAIRS
Administration Building
Suite 282 and fill out a form

BEFORE OCTOBER 1.

•

ALL

KNIGHT IOME GAMES .

· Buses leave AT 6:00 .PM

•
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Scholarship money i;nisused
by former SG presidents

•
•

where needs were brought to their attention,"
DiBona said. However, DiBona said scholarship
mon~y ''has been underutilized as far as meeting

by Rebecca Falcon
STAFF REPORTER
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•

•
•
•
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PAINTING

Almost $6,000 in scholarships awarded by studen~-needs."
Student Government amounts to "dirty poliStudents pay $5.25 per credit hour toward an
tics," said David Mann, former SG Senate Pro activity and servic~ fee which is controlled by SG.
Temp. "Leadership Scholarships," said Jason · Interest gained from the account is distributed as
DiBona, student body presischolarship dollars by SG to
dent, were awarded to the
deserving students .
However, there were 1 7 stuBig Man On Campus and "ft was underhanded and
Miss UCF talent showcase
dentswhoreceiw~dscholarships
winners during the spring there's no way to say that from the BMOC and Miss UCF
semester of 1991.
it wasn't."
contests and among-those, four
However, Mann said that
wereaffiliatedwithSGandsome
were paid officials.
these scholarships are not in
the Constitution nor in stat• David Mann
"It was underhanded and
ute and therefore should have
Fonner SG Senate Pro Temp th ere's no way t 0 say th at 1"t
been voted on by Senate.
wasn't," Mann said.
MannsaidtheSenatewas
Other· than the $5,000
never addressed to vote on these scholarships, awarded to recipients of the student serving stuand he is certain the scholarships never would dent scholarships, these were the only scholarhave been awarded if the· Senate had been ships awarded during the 1990-91 school year.
allowed to vote.
In response to the past problems, DiBona plans
The only scholarships mentioned in the con- to form a committee to decide on scholarships. The
stitutionaretheStudentServingStudentSchol- committee will decide where they are needed, how
arships. DiBona said because of this, the presi- mucJ:i toawardand whattherequirementsshouldbe.
DiRon::1 s::iin ::inv sr.hol::irshins t.h::it.t.h is r.ommit.dent is left to decide how to allocate funds

•

Beata Kobeszko, an aerospace engineering major, paints a
sign for a CAB-sponsored event. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
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by Bill Cushing
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While preservation of the
wetlands is ~ priority for both
state and federal governments,
Dr. I. Jack Stout ofUCF's biology departmentthi~s that Floridians need to look at the up. land areas with more care and
scrutiny.
While the preservation of
wetland areas is good, it's a bit
of a double-edged sword, Stout
said to more than 35 students at
the UCF Environmental
Society's weekly meeting on
Sept.16.
He added that, although man

tends to buil_d on the coastal County, scrub makes up almost
areas, the recent increase in leg- half the land mass. Other scrub
islation over the past two de- _ areas in the Central Florida vicades protecting· wetlands has . cinity are in Ocala, also the largforced development upland.
est in the ·state, as well as
Leslie HaySmith of the Up- DeLand and Titusville.
"The reason we've been so
land Habitat Protection Project
in Tallah~ssee added that de- - co_ncemed with the scrub at UCF
velopment has grown in these is -because the Central Florida
areasbecausethelandcostsless area is one of the biggest in the
and there is no need to drain the state," HaySmith added.
area.
.
"Scrub is sort of the driest,
According to HaySmith, the most non-wet place in Florida,"
UPHH was started when the Stout said who explained that it
Nature Conservancy "realiz~d is a mix of sand pine and.low,
_the uplands were disappearing dry shrubs in sandy areas.
It is also the most endanfaster than the wetlands."
The se upland areas are
SCRUB continued page 7
known as scrub and, in Orange

CENTRAL FLORIDA ANIMAL HOSPITAL

·

I366-4535 l
Appointments ·
M, T, TH, F 8-6
W 8-7 S_8-12

•
ROBERTJ . MOJ~DVM
1201 Alafaya Trail • Oviedo, FL

l?~
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•High Density l.2 And l MFloppy •2 Serial. I Pa-ollel.
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Overdevelopment on scrub drains into protected areas
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1992 BSN

~~·

STUDENTS.

~
. .~ter the Air Force
·'9 immediately after graduation - without waiting fbr the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

--·-----

================::-:.-:-;-r-;::>

fundrai sers. These ranged from
car washes to working security
and concession stands at concerts and UCF football games.
"We found that we could only
make $150 at car washe~;. We
had to find other ways to rai se
TI!Oney," Sutton said .
According to Garcia, the nev-1
house on campus will allow the
fraternity to "do bigger and better
things" than it has in the past.
"Our old house holds 16 men.
Coordinatingactivitiesis too much
of a burden in the old house and
having a house on C'.lmpus lends
tradition to the chapter," said Kirk
Dunaway, a member who is in his
fourth year at UCF.
Sutton said the chapter will have no problem £]ling the 46
living spaces available in the house.
''We won't have any trouble.
We have close to that many commitments already. It's going to
be . a mid-semester move-in,
which will make it harder to
facilitate, but many of them
.have already begun to pick out
their rooms."
According to Barry Nadler,
who plans to eventually move
into the house on campus,
''We're all excited. This is a
bigaccomplishment," said Barry.

6
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Arts and Sciences
217
Gina Edwards
Seat 1
154
Stephen Smith
297
Deli Azghal)di
Seat 2
298
David Carls
Seat 3
306
Victoria Delcastillo
Seat 4
\
193
Dan Clark
Seat5
168
Eric W. Fetter
222
Jason Lipton
Seat6
Jonna Denese Maynard 205
168
Henry Heim
Seat7
229
John Shadgett
232
Todd J. Albers
Seat 8
215
David Mann
175
Malanie High
Seat 9
242
Kirstin Mason
305
Steve Badolato
Seal 10
Kim
Berfield
300
Seat 11
202
Ana
Bugdadi
Se?t 12
187
Tom Kopacz
Business
Seat 1
Gary Marlar
370
Seat 2
Muffadal Bootwala
62
*Chris Riebold
219
*Mark Sutton
207
Seat 3
Michael Ahearn
110
Kris M. Cruzada
74
*Tina Eloian
174
*P.J. Power
150
Seat4
.Jerry R. Jerome
29
~i~hael Payne
313
Shane Smith
111
Seats
Cory Domayer
41
Greg Memory
258
Dharmish P. Patel
121
Seat 6
Steffanie Sugarman
373
Seat 7
Jim Loveless
174
Joe Mandato
285
Seats
Milan M. Blake
121
Joe Justin
281
Seat9
Jennifer Bernstein
285
Kris lvicic
107
Merrick Theobalq
57
Seat 10
Joseph Egan
200
Darin Patton
245

Seat 11 Damon MasonEducation
Seat 1 Rick Bellinger
Seat ? Terrance J. Dunn
_Seat 3 Thyme Chrichfield
Sarah Hou'se
Seat 4 Joreka Hebble
,Robert Morris
Seat 5 Robert L. Beatty II
Rachel Edgington
Seat 6 Meredith Miller
Jeanne Tarantola
Seat 7 Adam Smith
Tricia Watts
Seat8 Shayan Elahi
John Rhodes
Seat 9 Jeremy N·. Jungreis
Rowena Khan
Engineering
_
Seat 1 Donald Langley
Seat 2 George Melliza
Edith Patton
Seat3 Robert Y. Park
Seat4 Matt Dimont
Oscar Ahumada
Seat5 Carl E. Scussel Jc
Scott Szurgot
Seat 6 Anthony de Shazor
Glen Robert Martin
Seat 7 Cynthia Bachman
William Marmian
Health and Public Affairs
Seat 1 David Groover
Seat 2 H. Cobo Jr.
Christopher Kingston
Seat3 Leslie Francois
Brian W. White
Seat-4 Rick Baker
Louis J. Hernandez
Liberal Studies
Seat 1 Ralph Simon
Seat 2 Staci Price
Seat 3 Lisa Patania

361
197
189
145
139
129
134
100
160
173
.84
114
135
110
108
137
102
230
79
218 .
204
184
58
128
169
107
163
182
106

Matthew Bodin, SG's chief election manager, announces the Senate results. (JiJ!I Ferguson/FUTURE)

98
76
58
84
42
75
52
35
38
32

~Wla®©@WJ~~ ©~~!FlOJJ®

IMJOOOa®trlfilW

•

Holy Eucharist, Rite II

Noon Wednesday, Room 214
STUDENT CENTER

ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
AND PARTICIPATE

11
"

Fr. Ashmun ,Brown,

823-2482
Episcopal Chaplain
. ''Wliat does it profit a man to gain tlie wfw(e worU hut suffer tlie fuss of et.ema£ ufe.?

*Will compete in the run-off election. The run-off will be held from 4 to 9 p.m. on Sept. 23, 24 and
25 _on the branch campuses, and from 1O a.m. to 7 p.m., Sept. 24 and 25 on the main cainp~s.

Catcfi ~ 5ktion 'Witli Our

I

Student Special
Efficiencies, 1,2, & 3 Bedrooms • Private Entrance· Patio/Porches· Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

3650 Summer Wind Drive
Between Colonial & University off of SR436 ·

.M-T9to5,

· JA,<'!;f
•

~l l

b

F~9~o~~!~9~o~. Sun.12~~\\\

STUD·E NT
LE:G AL SERVICE'S
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•
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E
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MAKE MONEY! E
Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future

(I}
(I}

0
0
<&

0

:
0
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We're seeking motivated people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florjda Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our ·
business office at Room 108 in the Arts Complex and fill out an
·
application, or call ext. 2601 to find out more.
.

•

•
•
•
•
:
•

s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s s·s s s s s s

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENTLEGALSERVICESPROVIDESSTIJDENTS
\VITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD/TENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REP~SENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY· FRIDAY 8AM-5PM
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3-month passenger goal
arrives 5 weeks early
for Laser shuttle system

•

by Cindy Barth

The shuttles arrive at designated stops every 15 to 20 minutes, Monday through Friday
The LASER shuttle bus sys- between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. The
tem is working better than ex- one-way fare on either LASER
pected, officials say.
route is 25 cents.
"Our goal was to have 630
Jason Clark, a UCFbusiness
riders by the third month of major, said the shuttle system
operation. We had that many by provides a needed service .
the third week," said Donna
"I ride the shuttle to class
Vaughan, marketing and edu- several times a week. It's nice
cation assistant for the Univer- not to have to worry about how
sity Activity Center Transpor- I'm going to get to school or
tation Authority.
whether ornotl'll arrive safely,"
LASER is a shuttle bus sys- Clark said.
·
tem which began serving the
Ka.thy Dawson, an English
UCF area this semester. Buses major, agreed.
stop at the ~iversity, the en"I think it's great that the
trance to the Central Florida university has this type oftransResearch Park and surround- portation system," she said.
ing neighb01:hoods.
Future plans for the shuttle
· The bus system was designed system include an art contest
to ease transportation and park- sponsored by the UCF Art Deing problems at UCF by provid- partment to come up with1deas
ing low..,cost travel from sur- for painting the buses to make
rounding locations.
them more identiflable.
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RECYCLE

Away...

ART FAIR
(Left:) Justine McCue, art instructor, sells some of her hand-painted chinaware and
porcelain jewelry. (right:) Ronnie Mcswain, a descendent of Quanah Parke, the las
Comanche chief to surrender to U.S. military forces, performs a traditional, ceremonial dance .
The UCF Art Alliance sponsored its first art show Sept. 20 on the Green.
There were 19 displays of student and local artwork.
- Some of the local art exhibits included pottery, paintings, Egyptian papyrus,
etchings, homemade stuffed animals, etc. Also a rock and-roll/reggae band, The
Functions, performed during the day. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
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DAEAT RESUME~"
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•
"I'm still just a sophomore, but when I
graduate I'm going to have more than a
degree. Thanks to UPS I'm going to have
a great looking resume, too.
" Fortune magazine rated UPS one
- of the 'most admired' corporations in
America. And I work there. I make
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day. l'rJ1 even being considered for a pro.motion. Wouldn't that
look great on my resume : 'Part-time
Supervi·sor, UPS.' I get my choice of

•
•

•

working mornings, afternoons, or
nights. I chose to work in Operations.

•

Some students are in Accounting,
· Industrial Engineering, l.S. and Customer Service.
"It's tough to graduate at the head of
the class. But if you want to graduate
ahead in the job market, just have UPS
at the top of your resume."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UP$ office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunityemployer.
M/F
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UJ'B DEUVEAI EDUCATIDL_I
1
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SCRUB
FROM PAGE 5

gerednaturalcommunityin the 1
state, according to the state's i
Game & Fresh Water Fish Commission. While scrub areas are
indigenous mainly to Florida
and act as the habitat of flora
and fauna unique to the state,
Stout maintained that there are
more personal and selfish reaS<:>ns to save these areas.
Because Florida is such a flat
state,itdoesnothavetheluxury
of building deep water reservoirs, Stout said. The scrub system becomes an essential means
fordirectingandfilteringwaterto
settle on the limestone aquifer.
Although the Nature Con,;;ervancy is currently buying areas
of scrub for preservation and
has been for years, Stout sees a ;
need for more action. He believes '.
that any action taken to maintain :
and preserve these areas must 1
occur within this decade.
:
'Tm tryingto develop a proposition to have [UCF sponsor] a ,
workshop, maybe in November,
andhavepeop1efrom the Atlantic coast counties come in and
talk about the conservation of
that kind of country," Stout said .
He estimated that the cost of
sU:ch a workshop conference
would be approximately $500
and emphasize4 the east coast
of the state ,because Orlando's
sphere of political influence extends in that direction and those
areas are geologically older.
Shannon Carter, president of
the UCF Environmental Society,
was encouraged. by the turnout
during the talk, which was the
third meeting of the semester.
She said that scrub area conservation was tentatively the
organization's major project for the
current academic year. Last year,
society members raised money for_
preservation.ofthe rain forests but
membersatthemeetingexpressed
a desire to undertake a project of
local interest.
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UCF Senate elections

involved candidates QU£5710N=WHY DIDN'T YOU VOT£ AT STUDENT fLECTION?
but not many voters_
uring the week of Sept. 16, the UCF Student
Senate elections were held The elections included 50 senate seats and a referendum. To
state the probl~m in the most polite manner as possible: the elections were poorly done.
One reason couldbe the fact thatduringthefirstday
ofelections, on the branch campuses, two names were
not included on the ballots (John Rhodes and Shayan
Elahi). Normally tlris would not be a horrible offense,
except that as the campuses were not :included :in the
tallies for Rhodes and Elahi, the 51 percent win by
Elahi can be questioned In fact the question will be
brought beforeth~Judicial branchofStudentGovemment as to whether to have another election.
This leads to the problem within the Judicial branch.
The referendum that was on the ballot concerned the
Judiciary.
Before explaining what the referendum did,. the
reader should~ve the basicinformation on the what
the JudiCials are and do. The judicials are put into
office through appointment by the Student Body
President. ThejusticesmeettWice amonthandifthere
is an emergency meeting called They are not paid and
are oonsidered volunteers. The judiciary 9verlooks
both Student aov'ernment affairs and cam.pm/student affairs. Each judicial stayed in office for one year.
What the referendum changed was that now the
judges are now in office for two years. In the past there
havebeenninerepresentatives, with thenewreferendum there are now 14. About seven to eight have
appliedforthefiveavailablepositions.Alsoallbranches
of SG now have the ability to call for a referendum to
amend the constitution.
Granted these changes appear to to be innocent
enough, but when given a closer look one may take a
different side.
First of all; the ballots themselves could be considered faulty, as it was- only one vote for the entire
referendum. The referendum affects the 4th and 5th
articles and should have been stated as such.
-Secondly, only at the Constitutional Convention
(which was paid for with Activities and Service fees)
was the referendum posted This could be ronsidered
poorform a8 SGissupposed topostseveralformsofthe
constitution as it is, as it would be and what it means
in plain English, at several locations on Cam.pus.
Finally, the reasons behind the referendum are not.
clear. Some officials have said that the referendum
was done so the SGpresident can't stack the judiciary.
Some said it was because there were more students on
campus and theyneededgreaterrepresentation. Some
even said that the work load was too great and they
could divide the work between officials. Do any of the
average students have a feelings on this? Few stu. . dents have stated concern over the Judicial branch.
The worst parl of the referendum was making the
ability to amend the constitution easier. Ask yourself
why should it be any easier?
,
Overall, 11 ofthe 50 seats went uncontested. Votes
for the referendum totalled 1,480while1 77 swdents
said no. The actual number of people who Voted is
unknown. It could be said, though, that a little over
2,000 people voted. This is less than last year. ·
It is wonderful that more people than ever ran,
91. But is is a pity that not enough of the students
got oµt and voted on who would manage their $2.6
million budget (about $130 per year, per student).
Hopefully the students will begin to realize that
they need to vote, and they need to read what
they're voting for.
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Teach UCF men how to satiSfy women
Ed.Bowes
CAMPUS, COMMENTARY

..

S

eemingly, it has become·-an all too common
complaint by millions of well bred, mature,
American women (especially older women):
They are not honestly being satisfied. To hazard a
guess as to why this is, .J have to believe of there being
yet another folly in our educational system. ·
Because UCF is on the forefront of engineering
education, it is in best interest of this university to
develop a program in social engineering, whereby
many young males can be properly socialized into
being able to appropriately satisfy the millions of
unsatisfied women.
Now, this may seem a bit preposterous, but by
setting an educational example in how to -properly
satisfy women, UCF can lead the way into a whole
new field of physical education and help cure the
social hindrance of female unsatisfaction.
As an extension of Physical Education in Social
Engineering, an additional program should be ereated here at UC,F, made up of nothing but a staff of
healthyand.r osy-cheekedfemaleinstructorsbetween

the ages of 28 and 36. It would be a presiding responsibility for these female instructors to create and
implement a physical curriculum, directed along the
lines of producing males who can satisfy women in
the years to come. Every male, as part of his general
requirements, would be required to take at least one
course at this new college.
.
What's great about a possible education program
like lhis is that the education just doesn't stop with
the young male. The young man, immediately after
learning something new from the older woman instructor in class, can tum around and practice it (as
homework) on a young one (and in the process become
a real hit!). I think that would provide the immediate
gratification necessary in making these kinds of
courses desirable, as well as promoting a new societal
cohesion between males and females early on.
In a time when many claim our educational system
is seriously slumping, here is an open opportunity to
educatemanyyoungmalestothefuturehappinessof
-many women, and build a new cornerstone in educating America.
.
The problem of unsatisfied women can only get
worse if something is not done soon enough. Therefore, perhaps, someday there will be an educational
program of this sort at every university.

Police setting standards on brutality

(j

•

/

Brian Goercke

abusing citizens are not weeded out. Observe the following
two officers who I found to have the most ridiculou.S cases
from·the Sentinel's·top ten most abusive officers in the past
NAKED EXPRESSION
five years:
.
•Robert Bond: Fourteen years wi~ OPD. Use offorce
n Sept. 8, The Orlando Sentinel composed and ·cases: 40, all approved. Two questioned by training officers
published an incredible four page critique of the - when a suspect "supposedly' .r an into flashlight Bond
Orlando Police Department, the downtown dwell- was canying and when Bond kneed a man in the groin.
ers and the interaction of the two.
•Ralph Correa: Six years with OPD. Excessive force
.Downtown. Orange Avenue. Nightlife. A problem?
cases:6,allcleared.Lastyeara19yearoldcomplainedthat
When you're targeting police corruption, you have a lot Correa tackled ·him, punched him and put him in a
of n;..aterial: gr¢t, manipulation of charges, lying to jurys, headlock after he illegally obtain~ a drink ata bar. Correa
brutality, intimidation of enraged locals who by t.o step in said the man tried to walkaway and he feared for his safety.
when a cop goes wacko with .h is nightstick and the conseThe common denominator? Reprisals - there are
quential threat or.charge of'obstruction ofjustice.'
none; wtless the abuse is on tape for a nation of a millions
"But officer, WHAT JUSTICE?" .
to view at6:30. I have absolutely no faith in the law and am
- -I believe that the main problem with police power abuse beginning to feel that the only justice against power abuse ·
stems from the 4tck ofreprisals received by nasty cops (i.e. is a can of mace and a silencer. Violence begets violence and,
PIGS). That is, those officers who get their rocks off by in the words of broUier Malcolm, "By any Means."
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National anthem represents a raw, authentic America

•

thing looking and sounding pretty, regardless of the
reality of the situation. For example, the continuing
development in Florida. The truth is that it is a
strain on Florida resources and without funds to
balance the growth, Florida will continue to decline
in quality of roads, education, water, etc.
That a large group of people favor "America the
Beautiful" sym_bolizes this problem. They want t~
only see the pretty things. While it is a beautiful song
and suggests a pleasant ideal of the country, it has
no soul and no reality. The United States is a fine
country, but no one should forget that this country is
run by a handful of people who are in tum represented by a man who has been voted in by less than
fifty percent of the population.
In. many ways, "The Star Spangled Banner"
reaches to the depth of the American soul.
·us greatest strength is that it is difficult to sing by
just one person. Many different races and nationalities make the United States (you know, the melting
pot). It's a song about a war.
OK, we all know (or should know) the story about
how Francis Scott Key wrote the ". song. But our
national anthem should be about a war. It should be
a constant reminder on how freedom should be

Roy Fuoco
SEEING THE LIGHT
debate heats up every so often on what the
National Anthem should be. It boils down
between The "Star Spangled Banner" and
"America the Beautiful." It seems to me that the
arguments used in the debates best illustrate what
is wrong in the country today.
Let's start with "America the Beautiful," which
has a large number of supporters wanting it to
become the new National Anthem. Proponents of
that song claim that it's a prettier song and the
melody is easier to sing. They dislike ''The Star
Spangled Banner" because it has a range of octaves,
which make it difficult to sing. They .also claim the
National Anthem should not be about war. These
arguments are boiled down to four sentences. But
these four sentences tell a lot.
A big problem in the country today is the inability
to face reality and face problems. There is a lot 'of
sugar-coating. Americans don't deal with unpleasant things. We give them. Americans want every-

A

cherished. Freedomisnot worth having if people are
not willing to fight for it.
Today, while people in E.astern Europe are fighting for freedom, many Americans are content to le t
the government take care of them with cradle to the
grave social programs. Too many people' don't want
to fight for the responsibility and freedom of taking
care of themselves.
The fact that "The Star Spangled Banner" is about
the Warof1812 symbolizes one other important fact.
In many ways, the U.S. was lucky in that war. Some
bad decisions by the British helped the U.S. overcome its own early-war incompetence. And that's
important.
It should deflate notions that the growth and
success were due to great leadership and the great
American spirit. While that is our history, a little bit
of luck was also sprinkled in the mix.
The "Star Spangled Banner" symbolizes the many
parts of American history and character both positive and negative. Perhaps if people can face the fact
that there are many unpleasant things in our history
that we managed to overcome, maybe we can face the
problems of today and overcome them - not just
gloss over them.

l 1M pleased to annour1ce
tha+ Lanie Price~ Script
h~s been chosen for
production. in.Tuner
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Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
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ecently I received a letter from a justice of the
United States Supreme Count concerning a
product called. "Beano."
I absolutely swear I am not making this up. The
letter, written on oilldal U.S. Supreme Court stationary, comes from Justice John Paul Steve~s, who
states:
"Having long been concerned about the problem of
exploding cows, it seemed imperative to pass on to
you the enclosed advertisement, the importance of
'which I am sure will be immediately apparent to
you."
·
Justice Stevens enclosed an advertisement fr()m
Cooking Light magazine for Beano,.which, according
to the manufacturer, "prevents the gas from beans."
The advertisement includes pro-authorities, including (I am still not making this up) The New York
Times, The Idaho Statesman and Regis Philibin. The
advertisement calls Heano "a scientific and social
breakthrough," and states: "It's time to spill the
Beano."
r
I was already aware of this product. I don't wish to
toot my own horn, so to speak, but thanks to the
efforts of hundreds of alert readers, my office happens to be the World Clearing House for information
relating to gas buildups that cause explosions in
animals, plants, plumbing, humans, etc. In recent
months I've received newspaper reports of explosions
involving a flounder, a marshmallow, amattress,"two
wine.bottles, several pacemakers (during cremation),
countless toilets, a flaming cocktail called a "harbor
light," chicken livers, snail eggs, a turkey, a tube of
Poppin' Fresh Biscuits, a raccoon and a set of breast
implants.
.
So needless to say, many readers had · already
alerted me about Beano. Several of them had sent me
actual samples of Beano, which comes in a small
plastic bottle, from which you squirt drops onto your
food. But until I got Justice Stevens' letter, I had not
realized that this was a matter of concern in the
highest levels of government. When you see the
Supreme Court justices, they always appear to be
extremely solemn, if not actually deceased. It never
occurs to you that, ,under those robes, THEY HAVE

ct 1991

Trltlunt Media Ser¥ices, Inc.
All Rlgnu Rese,..ed

DIGESTIVE SYSTEMS, TOO. But they do, as can be
seen by a careful reading of the transcript of a recent
court hearing:
CHIEF JUSTICE REHNQUIST: Is the court to
understand, then, that the council's interpretation of
the stat\\tes is ... All right! Who.sliced the Limburger?
(He glares at the other justices.)
JUSTICE SCALIA: Well, I am not naming names,
but I happened to be glancing at the liberal wing of
the court, and i definitely saw some robes billow, if
you catch my drift.
'
JUSTICE BLACKMUN: Oh sure, and I suppose the
conservative wing doesn't sound like The All-Star .
Kazoo Band over there. My opinions are blowing off
the bench.
JUSTICE O'CONNER: Oh yeah? Well why don't
you take your opinions and ...
This is bad for America. We need our highest ·
judicial body to stop this childish bickering and get
back to debating the kinds of weighty constitutional
issues that have absorbed the court in recent years,
such as whether a city can legally force an exotic
dancer to cover her entire nipple, or just the part that
pokes out.
So I decided, as a tax-deductible public service, to
do a Beano Field Test. To make sure the test was
legally valid, I asked a friend of mine, Paul Levine,

who's a trained attorney as well as an author, ifhe'd
participate. Paul is a selfless, concerned citizen, so I
was not surprised at his answer.
"Only if you mention that my critically acclaimed
novel 'To Speak for the Dead' is now available in
paperback," he said.
"I'm afraid I can't do that," I said. But Paul agreed
to participate in the Field Test anyway, because that
is the kind of American he is. · My wife, Beth, also
agreed to participate, although I want to stress that,
being a woman, she has never, ever, in her entire life,
not once, produced any kind of gaseous digestive byproduct, and when she does she blames it on the dogs.
To make this the most demanding field test possible, we went to a Mexican restaurant. Mexican
restaurants slip high-octane beans "into virtually everything they serve, including breath mints. It is not
by mere chance that m.o st of Mexico is located outdoors.
Paul, Beth and I applied the Beano to our food as
directed- three to eight drops per serving- and we
ate it. For the rest ofthe evening we wandered around
to various night spots, awaiting developments. Other
people at these night spots were probably having
exciting, romantic conversations, but ours went like
this:
.
ME: So! How's everyone doing?
,
BETH: AH quiett
PAUL: Not a snap, crackle or pop!
Any{Nay, the bottom (Har!) line is that Beano
seems pretty well. Paul reported the next day that all
had been fairly calm, although at 3:30 a.m. he was
awakened by an outburst. "You're familiar with the
Uzi?" was how he put it. I myself was far safer than
usual to light a match around, and Beth reported that
the dogs had been unusually quiet.
So this could be an important product. Maybe,
when you go to a restaurant, if you order certain
foods, the waiter should bring Beano to your table,
instead of those stupid utility-pole-sized pepper grinders. "Care for Beano?" the waiter could say. "Trust
me, you'll need it."
.
And getting back to Justice Stevens' original concern, I think federal helicopters should spray massive quantities of Beano on the nation's dairy farms,
to reduce the cow methane output. And of course it
should be MANDITORY in the dining rooms of the
United States Congress. I'm sure the-Supreme Court
will back me up on this.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
To the fine women of Alpha Delta Pi,
thanks for a great tailgate. AT.Q 1 Football, Thursday. Szurgot and Payne in
Senate ... "We're going Buck Wild!"

shoes Ku . Congratulations to Jay Tucker
and Kiran Sanghi on Brothers of the
Month. No Guts- No Glory, No Pain- No
Gain, No Balls - No TEKE . Get the message, enough said.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Special thanks to zrA , U , MA , and
especially I:AE & l:X for helping to throw
a great 6-Way last Friday. Make your
plans and get your tents! AXA Cam pout
is coming! Oct 4-6.
Pl BETA PHI
We •our new Iii sisters! Province on
Sat. - The net> house will be packed!
Congrats Ict>E! Welcome to the
neighBRAOhood. Tues. 4pm - Come
witness net> football victory #2. We •
. Coach PJ!
PHI DELTA THETA
Hey, Keith, can we borrow your credit
card? Congratulations to all new big
brothers, this pledge class RULES! Be
at all ANCHOR SPLASH practices! GO
BEYOND YOUR LIMITS$.
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
It's great to be #1 in the nation! Let's
keep it up! Last weekend's social and
tailgate party were a blast! Remember
the New Member Retreat this Sat., Sept.
28. See you there!
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Sorry E's, our PR staff have been vacationing in the islands. Hey AXA thanks,
but no thanks for the Social. We prefer
not to go slumming! From the latest
NEILSEN RATINGS: MICROWAVE
CABLE TV SYSTEM: I:AE-Yes, TIKAN/A SHUTTERS: l:AE7Yes, TIKASome? COLUMNS: IAE-Yes, TIKAStyrofoam. STUCCO: IAE-Yes, TIKASome?. LAWN MAINTENANCE: I:AEYes, nKA-Themselves. GOING TO
EACH OTHERS PARTIES: I:AE-No,
TIKA-Always. PARTY SPACE: IAE9,000 sq. ft., TIKA-900 sq. ft. BATHROOMS: IAE-13, nKA-3. VAULTED
CEILINGS:IAE-Yes, TIKA-No. INDUSTRIAL KITCHEN; I:AE-Yes, TIKA-No.
ROCKING CHAIRS: IAE-Yes, TIKANo?This isgetting boring. ELECTIONS:
Darren Patton-Yes, Joe Egan-No. Joe
Mandato-Yes, Other-No. Todd AlbersYes, Dave Mann-No. Hey Patton, did my
fine for the Hall Lawnmower include gas
money? Look out for l:AE Football, Volleyball and B-Ball, coming at you! "Let's
Start Some Sh_t ! ! !"
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
What a weekend! We would like to thank
everyone for going to our
Groundbreaking & I:AEforthe post game
party. Hey PIKE, getting nervous? RELAX, it's only the beginning! Sig Ep!
TAU KA·PPA EPSILON
Congratulations Messy on your new office as IFC Treasurer. House clean-up
today, just kiddin guys . TKE I Football
dominates the field. Bus ride and Party
was a blast. Fob is King on Campus.
Kaylor chews the fat. Chachi needs to
get laid. Thank you to all the girls who
support the TKE I Football Team . Nice

ented amateurs & students considered.
Call (904)343-5336 or 742-1134.

Large Rm . $165/mo. includes utilities. 6
mi. from UCF, No Pets. De.p. 291-9631

LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
Attention Advertising & Marketing Ma897-3300 or 341-0003
jors! The Central Florida Future is look- ·
ing for motivated individuals to sell ad
space for the newspaper. Gain Experi- SAT ACT GRE GMAT CLAST PREP.
ence & Make Money! For more informa- Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
tion call 823-26011
Flexible Classes 249-4070
Kids Gymnastics Coach Exp. Neces-.
sary. Part-time Frankie 330-3344

FOR SALE
I

Washer I Dryer full size for sale $100 Call
273-51 n Leave Message
Medium brown wooden 4 piece Bedroom Set includes Queensize headboard, high boy, dresser with attached
mirror. Asking $125 Call Ken 658-2410
after 6pm

ROOMMATES

Roommatewanted-436 & Aloma, pools,
laundry, dubhouse. Call 679-1621
Female Nonsmoking Roomm~tewanted
to share quiet 3 bdrm/ 2bath Home near
Fashion Sq. Wood floors, wash/dry, AC,
Dishwasher, Microwaves, & soon to have
pool & dog . $250 ($225 for small room)
+1/3 elec. 89.6-3790

Male N/S, dog friendly 2bd/2ba condo w/
amenities washer, dryer, micro, cable,
pool, & tennis . Located at 436 &
Curryford. $250+1/3 util. Call 851-7523
5:30pm-9:30pm

212 apt near UCF. Wash I Dry, fans,
dishwasher. Nice. $450. 365-7532
Apartment for rent, excellent location,
University Blvd. & Alafaya Tr., walk to
school, 2b/2ba $440/mo. For information, call Jerry 321-7343 or 1-800-7774366 ext. 839.
Room for Rent in house near campus $150 mth. plus 1/3 utilities- Call Aura at
382-5506
Apartment For Rent: 2BDR - 2 1/2 Bath ;
includes washer & dryer. Near UCF.
$460/mo. Call Donna 855-8496
ROOM FOR RENT - 3/2 HOUSE,
ALAFAYA WOODS Female Pref.-Call
JOAN-365-1006
Various 2 Bedroom Apartments for Rent.
Walking Distance. $400-$450 Move In
Specials. Call 872-0373
Duplex For Rent, 1/4 mile from UCF. 28/
2B, Washer$435. 788-2180
FOR RENT -Cambridge Cir Townhouse
2 bd 2 1/2 bath below market $450 mo
bus line, super nice 851-6195

Tandy 1000EX PC, IBM Compatible,
640K, 3.5 and 5.25 Drives, Color Monitor, Printer, Software, Manuals and More,
Asking $550 Call 658-0984

FREE TRAVEL- Air couriers and
Cruiseships. Students also needed
Christmas, Spring, and Summer tor
Amusement Park employment. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. F-3307.

End tables $125 Couch exc. eond. $300
Rocker $75 19" Magnavox Color TV w/
remote $175 cable ready Chase $200
Metal weights 1301bs. CompleteSet$125
Queen WaterBed $125 Call Roger ~436139

Roommate Needed, House Sherwood
Forest Own Bedroom Wash-Dryer $230
mo. Oct 1st Deposit Negotiable Steve
275-0990

FOR RENT

POSTAL JOBS ~VAILABLEI Many
positions. Great benefits. Call (805) 6827555. Ext. P-3552

REPOSSESSED&IRSFORECLOSED·
HOMES available at below market value.
Fantastic savings! You repair. Also S&L
bailout properties. Call (80§)682-7555
Ext. H-6140

Female NS Needed for 2BR 2BA 5 miles
from UCF $250 mo 1/2 util Nice Call
Leona 366-5238

Roommate wanted 5 min. from UCF.
$225 + 1/3 Util. (pool) Call 277-1270

12-Speed Bike For Sale. Great for riding
to and from campus if you live close.
Make an offer. Call Joelle at 273-8744

IBM PC/SR, 640 K, Color Monitor, NLQ
Printer, 2-5 1/4 Drives, extras = software, games, books, joysticks. $450 6574580

Female NS to share w/ all amenities
$275 + 1/2 util Call 671-3043

POSITIVE X-TRA INCOME: Mail letters
$500-$2000 In Spare Time, Free Details: SASE To: Jamwin Associate, 1387
Eggert Pl., Far Rockaway, NY 11691

IBM Compatible Computer 20 Meg HD
5.25 Drive Color Monitor $700 obo Call
339-2470

3 Rooms of tan colored carpeting Excellent Condition $100 Will sell separately
Call Shirley 3-2604

FURNITURE: Sofa $75 Loveseat $50 brown, tan, & gold; La-z-boy- 2 yrs old tan & gold-$125; Twin Bed w/frame &
Headboard-$65; Nitestand & Lamp w/
Shade-$15 & More - All above for $330
- "Doug" W 629-0595; H 260-8869.

AUTOS
I

SEIZED CARS, ·trucks, boals, 4wheelers, motorhomes, by FBI, IRS, DEA.
Available your area now. Call (805) 6·827555 Ext. C-5868.
1980 Cougar for Sale - Grey w/ black
top. Asking $850. Call Frank Morse
ph.380-3468 .

WANTED
WANTED: Loving home for playful 15
month old White Spitz Crossbreed- "CC"
free, completely healthy with shots. Call
Cathie at 382-5506.
Loving home for a calm, playful, healthy,
9 month old male, grey cat. I have allergies to cats. Call Judy at ext. 3-5544 or
339-2043.

TYPISTS
TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.

TUTORS

OTHER
RAISE $500•• $1000 ..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or other
campus organization. Absolutely no investment required! Act now for the
chance to win a Caribbean Cruise and
fabulous prizes!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.SO
MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Every student
is eligible for financial aid regardless of
grades or parents income. $10 billion
available - Get your share. Free information - Scholarship Searchers, 4310 S.
Semoran Blvd. #521, Orlando, Fl 32822
Can Sports Nutrition really provide more
energy, strength, and stamina? You bet
it can. - Free Consultation, Call Bonnie
296-2427

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes. ~
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
TYPING-Rush Projects Accepted. WP51
Accurate/ Affordable Cindy /365-4863

Pbntiac Firebird '73 350, auto w/ rims &
Kenwood Stereo. Runs Excellent. $1500/
OBO 679-4584
'78 FORD FAIRMONT
RUNS GREAT. VERY CLEAN
$450 OBO CALL 679-8921 .

Typing Services - Draft Plus finished
Product tor one price - Call Mary Ann at
366-5375
Term Papers, Resumes, Done on Word
Processor $3-4 per page Call 699-4201

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM 3-7 AM $7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

LOST& FOUND

MALE & FEMALE PERFORMERS
WANTED for new musical show. Tai-

Lost Waist Pouch, pens, calc. Reward
678-6734

•

•

A call has gone out for all jugglers,
swordsmen, fireaters, wizards, and buffoons. Be part of the fun and merriment
at this year's Ye Olde Madrigal Feaste
Call 823-5687 for an Oct 4th Audition
Appt.

4)

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year,
graduate, summer, and internship
programs in Perth, Townsville,
· Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs ·
start at $3520. Call 1-800-878-3696.

I)

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP+ CASH!
CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS! Sell
trips on campus and earn free trip +
bonus Cash! Four Seasons Hm0331-3136

•

WP.EDITING: APA,MLA,etc.366-0538

TERM PAPERS, Resumes, anything you
need typed! Everything LASER
PRINTED Call THE CORPORATE IMAGE 679-7179

HELP WANTED

.

ATTENTION: Excellent Income
for home assembly work. INFO. 504646-1700. DEPT. P307

Summer Management Opportunities
Available! Students, Earn -$7000$20,000 This Summer and Gain Valuable Business Experience. Works Corps.
Is Hiring Call Mark or Craig at 1-800443-3059.

6ft. Pool Table accessories included $350
obo Call 339-2470

2 students seeking 3rd roommate to
share 2 story, 2 bdrm, 2 bth apt. starting
Oct. 1. Will have own room . Must like
cats, dogs, and parties. Rent $150/mo.
+1/3 utilities Call 275-9064.

10

Room for Rent. 2 mi UCF, Large 4 bed
home with alarm , wash/dry, cable TV,
Gas Grill. $280/mo. utils included. NONSMOKERS Only, 679-6123 Arnold

CLUB INFO

A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 PM
STUDENT CENTER RM 211
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Get ready for the Book Bombardment!
Speaker Wed. and only Monica knows . Damas y Caballeros:
La proxima reunion de HASA es
who it is. Pledge Elections & Retreat this
week. ls that a gavel orjustyourchicken, Jueves, el 26 de octubre a las 4 de la
tarde en Student Center Room 211 .
Steve? Proud to be a ...
Esperamos verlos p~onto .
FIJI
FIJI is here! Appreciation to the U's and
M''s for all your help and support during
rush . Hats off to our pledge class , the
best in the Greek System. Convict was a
blast! Thanks l:ct>E, &',¥TI· Fl.:JI 1-0 in
football. FIJI, .Phi Gamma Delta two Female N/S to share w/ same all ameninames for one excellent fraternity.
ties $275 + 1/2 Util Call 327-6059

September 24, 1991

LONELY

•·s

Singles Date Line local or across US 1900-n6-LOVE Ext 524 $2/min. 24 hrs.

•

•

WM, 30, Grad student, 6'0, 160, dark
hair, dark eyes, masculine, attractive,_
outgoing, enjoys beach, music, sports
and a beer, seeks younger WM tor fun
friendship & more Reply P.O. Box 785,
Oviedo, FL 32765

•
PERSONALS
Moondawg Lori Gilbert, where are you?
George, You are my star. I love my little
life with you. I want the world to know I
love you with all my heart! Love, Bunny

Barb, Sorry I didn't show Thursday night.
I was . .. working late. How 'bout ridin'
my storm tonite at the movie The Doors
in the Wild Pizza? Lookin ' Forward to it!
B. Fingerman.
To My King,
You are my happiness !
Luv from Your Queen

•

•
•
•

•

•
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WMMO, WESH help clean up Wekiva River
Festival offers music, fun for area residents
who turned out for river basin p~rvation
by Bill Cushing

tllJll t wasn't Wo?~stock-. at least not in nu~bers
mm -but the spmt certainly seemed to prevail for
the Wekiva River Festival held in Longwood
last Saturday.
The day's events came out of the personal
;::::=:::::'

·•

•
,,

..
·•
..

experiences of two WMMO
employees. Station General
Manager Bob Poe. lives in the
Sanford area ove~looking the
river and Jim Stout, promotional
director and festival coordinator, recalls spending birthdays during his youth in the area.
"I think we have a lot of personal attachments to Wekiva
Springs," Stout said.
Staged jointly by WMMO and
WESH Channel 2 along with
the Wekiwa Marina Restaurant
and several other corporate and
volunteer groups, the seven hour
event featured educational
booths·, environmental displays
and a mass river clean-up by
those there for the day of music,
food, volleyball and sun.
Stout said the date was picked
as a good tie-in with Florida's
State Clean-up Day.
.
'Tou have alot of groups
trying to prevent development
on the river, and groups trying to
clean it up," he said, and cited
both Thrifty Car Rental and
Michelob Lite as helping the festival organizers to offset the
nearly $20,000 needed to stage
the event. Other sponsors included Mango Republic and
WUCF.
He noted that many of the

groups involved had other obligations and were unable to provide as many volunteers as they
might have liked.
One display that had no problem attracting young and old
was also one of the first seen.
The Birds of Prey Center had
seven permanently injured birds
on display, including several
owls and a4-year-old bald eagle
suffering from cross beak. The
center works under the Florida The Wekiva River Festival's main focus was for _e ducation and awareness of
Audubon Society and is preparing to celebrate its 12th year of environmental concerns relating to the Wekiva River. (Bill Cushing)
operations next month.
Steel to the rock ofthe Ric Glass terial and cover tunes.
"We 're one· of the largest festival was education and aware- Band. Area radio stations (inCoincidentally, a light rain
ness of environmental concerns
rehab centers on the East
fell
as the band gave its own
cluding WUCF) provided enCoast," said Terrie Leibler, a relating to the Wekiva River, tertainment in between the sets version of Elmore Jam es'
volunteer for the center who was there was still room for fun and
ranging "Baby." In proper timing, the
been with
from Jack- rain ended as soon as the blues
the group
s o n tun~ did Then there was the gosfor two
"We wanted to start out small, with a minimum
Browne to pel sound of "Lonely."
years. She
The day ended with pl~nty of
T h e y
budget. Public reaction was overwhelming and
has worked
Might Be dancing, and cleaning, .as the
with birds
we'd l.ike to make it bigger next year."
Giants. crowd pitched in to clean the
in other arThe
day park grounds as the stage equip-Jim Stout,festi.val co-ortfinator
eas of the
ment was being broken down.
was
capped
G
country beStout said he had good feeloff with the
fore ·comings
about the end result.
Southemplenty of it for the hundreds of
ing to Florida.
''I'dliketocontinue,"hesaid.
area residents that gathered for Boogie-Blues music of Wet WilPointing to the seven animals
"We wanted to start out small,
lie.
broug[lt out for the festival, she the near-perfect day.
Wet Willie gave the large with a minimum budget. Public
.Music was provided by local
explained, ''They're relatively
groups offering everything from afternoon crowd of 500 .or more reaction was overwhelming and
calm and used to people."
we'd like to make it bigger next
the reggae sounds of Tropical · an hour long set of origmal ma- year."
·
While the main focus of the

MORE ON WEKIVA INSIDE

•
•

•

•
•
•

L. to R. Andy Bowman prepartes to return the ball to Rick Laurin, a UCF .grad, as
(Bill Cushing)
Don Lilly Looks on.

Sam Hankins, guitarist for Wet Willie, during The
1991 Wekiva River Fest (Bill Cushing)

/
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Electric Flame heats up downtown Orlan~o's clubs
,

-

by Alissa Barber
Hailing from Ocala, Electric
Flame is fast becoming a part of
Orlando's music scene, having
played at Philly Joe's, The Plus
ThreeLoungeandClubSpacefish
with local funksters like The
Ippolito Principle · and Mutha
Punker. With the release of a selftitled debut on their own Titan
Records, Electric Flame stands
ready to bring their metal and
funkmanifestorighthometoyou.
· Whenasked whatseparatesEl.ectric Flame from a variety of funkembracing bands, guitarist Michael
Jamsmith said his band has been
putting its smmd togethersince 1984.
Seeing themselves as contemporaries of bands like the Red Hot Chili
Peppers and Living Colour, Electric
Flame' smusicsharesinfluenceswith
these bands but is not born of their
sound. Melting various styles and·
influences into theirmusic, the band
"tried to make an album of strong
songs with intelligent lyrics,"
Jamsmithsaid.
. Well, I heanl the album. In the
interestofhonestdisclosure, I admit
I expected this album to be more
funk-infestedthanitactuallyis. Funk
skips along the top of each song in
bassist Spazz Sferlazza' s slap-andpop stylings, but never slides down
into the song's pop metal structures.
The lyrics are heartfelt, being of the
"rockers waiting for the weekend"
sµries.
This album of anthems is a decent effort, spotlighting Electric
Flame as talented musicians.

..;

•

•

l'he Ocala band Electric Flame took to the stage Saturday night at Philly Joe's.

(PhotocourtesyFlreSpark~roductlons)
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Permanent Hair Removal
• Bikin1 Area • Face-. Eyebrow •·
• N eek • Underarm • Abdomen ··
• Breast • Arm • Leg •

•

Fari Dashtaki, R.E.
Regency Square

ELE

•

Casselberry, FL 32707
Call for appointment

834-4300

'.

,-------**FREE**-----.--1 •
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STUDENT MUSICIAN
AUDITION
Walt Disney World Christmas Parade
Casting student musicians who play:

Euphonium (Baritone Hom) • Percussio11; (Marchio~r Bells)
. Piccolo • Trombone (fenor and Ba.ss) • Trumpet •Tu~
Requirements:
_
Must be full .or part-time student. Must be at least age 16.
Must have social security number. Must provide own
transportation and housing. Must meet Walt Disney World
grooming standards.
•

~

1

Audition is sight reading.
Satwday, September 28 or Sunday, September 29
HowardJohnson at 1he entrance to Unive1'sal Studios
5905 Kirkman Road
Appointments 1~-6pm.
Gill 407/345-5701 Mon - Fri, 10 am - 4 pm
to schedule appointment
Rehearsals begin weekends in November with performances
weekends in December and daily December 21 through
December 31. Salary is $8.50/hour - rehearsal and
performance rate. If you have questions call 407 /345-5701,
Monday through Friday, 1Oam - 4pm.
-

Tuesday Night

.,

Free Bud Draft 9-11
50¢ Bud Draft 11-2
$2.00 Well/Call Drinks
$1.50 Heineken-

~ednesday

Night .

Ladies Night
Free Welt Drinks For Ladies
$2.15 Well/ Call/Premium For Guys

.··

•

Thursday Night
Everybody's Night
$1.00 Well/Call/Beer 9-11
$2.00 Well/Call/Beer 11-2

-.

•

..

Fri.d ay/Satur_day Nights
Ladies Happy Hour 9-1 o
Free Well Drinks For Ladies

•

Bring This ad on Tues., Wed.', or Thurs.
and receive a free cocktail, ($4.00 Value)
One Per Person Per Night. Expires 10/.1 /91

•

Open Tues. Thru Sat. 9PM-2AM
· 21 and Over - Proper l.D. Required

DRESS TO IMPRESS
285 Douglas Ave . Altamonte Springs, FL
Phone: 682-1212

•

•
•
•

.UCF grad student's research concentrates on stingrays
Johnson hopes to save freshv1ater ·species i!l Wekiwa l{iver. ,

•

by Bill Cushing

The weather was fine and the music great; the
•food sizzled and the drinks flowed.
However, the real reason for the Wekiva River
Festival was the river itself.
11
And the reason for maintaining a clean ecosystem in the Wekiva River is embodied in the
research work of people like Michael Johnson.
, After finishing up his bachelors in biology at
UCF, Johnson is back working on his masters,
specializing in ichthyology, the study offish. His
research project concerns stingrays residing in the
'wekiva River basin.
"I've always been interested in them," pe said.
The stingrays he finds in both the basin and its
•main source of water, the St. Johns River, are one
of only two types of freshwater stingray in this
hemisphere. Rivers in South America also con~tain a species of freshwater stingray, but Johnson
said that those animals could not survive being re- ·
immersed in saltwater, while those intlle Wekiva
River are able to readjust to an oceanic environ•ment.
"They're actually an Atlantic species which
has adapted to fresh water," he said. "It hasn 'tlost

•

If you think drugs cost a lot
now, wait u~til after college.
They could cost you a career.
Last year alone, America's

its ability to osmoregulate at all."
The population of freshwater stingrays in the
river basin is surprisingly enonnous, and Johnson
said he observes them while being-"trolled" by a
boat. While trolling, he said it is possible to sight
as many as 60 to 70stingraysina15 minute span.
· "I can catch them anytime of the day, but the
heat of the day makes early morning the best
time," he said.
His studies, he explained, are "essentially a life
listing of the freshwater species" residing primarily in the St. Johns, but there is a growing number
present in the WekivaRiveras well. He studies the
feeding, mating and social habits of the creatures
and, while his research is far from over, he surmises that the Wekiva River basin is becoming a
collecting area for the stingrays because of lowered competition for food.
Although there are freshwater stingrays in the
Mississippi River as well, the heavy river traffic
and human presence there makes it almost impossible to adequately ·observe the species. That is a
situation Johnson would like to see avoided in the
Wekiva River area. "Logistically, it's easier to go into a river like
this," Johnson said.

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests.

Failing the test means you won't
be considered for employment.
And that's one hell of a price
to pay.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT Of BUSINESS.·
Lewis Avery, a cook for the Wekiwa Marina and Restaunmt, f(\('rts thl:l rrowd rluring the festival.111111 r .. ·~·:l~\

.DRUNK!!
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DRAFT BEER AND COCKTAILS II
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Wed, Thurs and Fri Niles
8:00 p.m. til MIDNITE .
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University at Alafaya next to UC6 Cinema

I
I
I

Call: zsz-2476
(Limited time offer with this ad ti U.C.F. ID)

COST CUTTERS®

1. • • • • • • • • ~ •1.----C-o-__
u_p_·-=-o-n-~,~ ••.I•~,·•••~ ill

·PUBLIX I ECKERD CENTER .
UNIVERSITY BLVD. & DEAN RD.
. (679-6766)

•

\WJ~[Q)[N]~®[Q)~ WI ®~[N][Q)ffi\ W,

·

Open 7 Days A Week
Mo_nday-Friday
9am-8pm
Saturday
9am-6pm
Sunday
12 Noon.-6pm

The Best in Alternative Music
Doors open at 8:00

18 & up welcome
5100 Adanson st. Orlando (629-4779) .

---------~------~--~-----~----:---,
Free Draft Till 12:00
1a& ~P W,©IF
Resurrection I Heaven .
2For1
with this coupon only .
Good Weds. only
1.50 Drinks
18 + up
1.50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach

@~m~@- ·. LP~~~

Thursday Nite
Dance to the best in danc~ music

8 &®g>'Il

~

With this 6oupon ..:~. ·.

· r-----T-~--~-r-~---,
I
- . · 1·$19.95 Perm oq :15% off all I "
I $6.95 Haircut .1 Body Wave I paul M itcheJI 1·
I
I Appt: reco~. I & Nexxus · I
(reg. $7.95)
Long hair & specialty I
Haircare Products I

I

no itpPt needed

I

I Good through~

Wraps slightly extra.

Good through

i
I
1 Good through I

I ·10-8-91 w/coupon _1 ,10-8"91 w/coupon I 1O-S-9l W/"?tlpon •, ')
I COST CUT1'£RS' ~ COST CUTTER·s· I COST ~UTTERS ... :
I We're your style~ We're your style. 1 We're your-style.J.1

L----~L--------~---

Yankees overshadow Bad Company
Ted Nugent, Torrlmy Shaw electrify crowd at Orlando Arena
by Josiah Baker

fired up. This was their third to last show on a 14month-long tour. The three singer-guitarists took
It wasn't exactly a capacity crowd Tuesday their turns in the spotlight and ended with a promnight, but the Damn Yankees along with a little ise to release a new album as soon as possible.
help from Bad Company proved that they still
The next act, Bad Company.seemed to be a little
CAN rock 'n' roll. The Yanks played hard with more downbeat compared to the opening act. After
their triple guitar onslaught.
all, who could look more wired than Nugent or
Tommy Shaw, fonner lead guitarist of Styx Shaw? However, Bad Company did do their hits.
and Ted Nugent, stole the show as they played Oddly enough their drummer, Simon Kirke, is the
chords of electric rippling sound. Shaw did Styx's only original member of the Bad Company. Kirke
"Renegade."
stepped aside from the drum set in the middle of
Ted Nugent was by far the craziest of them. the show to do a solo on acoustic guitar. Vocalist
After 26 years of playing, he still looks and acts Brain Howe, who also had wmked with Ted Nugent in
like he's 20 years old. He· did an abbreviated the past, said that Kirlce had just receptly learned how to
version of the "Star Spangled Banner." Nugent play the guitar. The whole experience was experimental.
also dazz~ed the audience with his archery skills. After the show Kirke said, "It was a bit of fun, really. I
He shot a Saddam Hussein effigy in the heart with didn't realize how many people were out there until they ·
two steel arrows. Nugent then shouted, "Don't turned on the lights."
f**k with America! WE 'll kick your ass in the dirt
Kirke also said that he had been playing the drums for
every time!" In case you are wondering, Nugent some 23 years, 18 of which have been with Bad
does have a big ego and he does everything he can Company. Bad Company sounded abit different than its
to live up to it. Next to David Lee Roth, there original band. "Feel Like Makin' Love" was stretched
probably is no other entertainer with such a mind out to twice its length as they threw in a very mellow
set. Nugent did his "Cat Scratch Fever" in 10 ~eggae beat, kind of strange after hearing hard strung
minutes, stretching it out as he threw in additional electric guitar for over an hour. Bad Company should
"lyrics" to the girls in the 'audience. ·
have played first to warm the concert up because the
Aside from their past, Damn Yankees did most night was definitely on the decline after the Yanks
of the cuts off their latest album. The Yanks were stepped off stage.
1

.J

Bad Company rocked the Arena Fri~ay· night
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Don't ·
go out
without
your
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
l.f you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
I1 A!DS, Oild that's sex. .
' Because when passed
int o t he blood;;treom by
se men, anybody i$
I vu lnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
! agcir ,ft AIDS. There a re
I nofor it.
And !f you ~et ; you· ~:

I
I

cures

~

I

I

likely die.
· 3o if y )U choorn to

have sex, be s u~e :· J
carry cond0ms and ~9 i l
your p artner ·to use
t~1 ern .

i_et's fac e it if a wornar.
cJo9sn 't lock out f0r
hers~:f , ~ o\. : ccn sre oe
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sA·urercon~s'~'°-A~~9ii~~ II
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soys no, ·
so cc1: you.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FAlRGROUNDS

•

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

•

1

I.can't
get it you're I
dead wrong.
!
L

-

Gates Open 10:30am • Showtime 12:30pm r.=1=1~-

1

lii you ~hink you

•

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J

FOR MORE INFO, CALL (407)424-9600 or (407)2953990
(No Coolers, Chairs, Cameras or Umbrellas)
Brought To You In Part By
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NOBODY

N:?WS.
.DOMINO'S_

How You Like Piu.a At Home.
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.Fer a limited tirre, the UCF Q:mputer Sore arxl Apple Q:mputer are offering the
•

FallProino Bundles.
This·ptogtam enables yoo to~ a mmputer and printer together

t

and alnm save the cm of the printer.
In rorre ~, it's like getting the printer for FREE!
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FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Computer Store
Michael 823-5434

Apple
Authorized
Dealer
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PASS ·

nine of 1 7 passes for 265 yards
and two touchdowns.
"I wanted to play the best I
were just real good plays. We could in front of my family,"
could of clutched the ball a little Blake said. "I knew they were
tighter, but you can always play up there cheering me on, and I
think that really helped me play
the 'could of game."
Although the game was well well."
out of reach by the fourth quarBlake hs.s played well enough
ter, the Knights were able to to capture the attention of.sevgenerate some excitement late eral-NFL teams, including the
.in the game.
Los Angeles Raiders and the
Trailing 4 7-1 7 with less than Dallas Cowboys.
a minute to go, freshman quar"He's a top twenty quarterterback Darrin Hinshaw corn- back," McDowell said. "He could
pleted a four yard TD strike to be starting for any top Division •
' Cooper, his third of the game. I school right now."
Senior kicker Franco Grilla ran '
The Knights were led on ofin the two-point conversion to fense by junior running back 8
make the score 47-25.
Willie English with 114 yards
The Knights weren'tfinished, on 19 carries. English raised his
though. UCF recovered an season rushingtotal to459yards
onside kick at mid-field to re- through four games.
"I don't know what English is
tain possession of the football.
Three plays later, however, doinginl-AA,"saidECUSenior
Hinshawwasinterceptedatthe linebacker Ernie Jones. "He's a
East Carolina fullback Dav.id Daniels outruns UCF defenders on h1s way to a first half Pirates' 12 yard line by Garrett Division I runner all the way."
Beasley to end the game.
The Knights fell to 2-2 with
46 yard touchdown run. Daniels finished the game with 57 yards. (Charles K. Morrow1FUTURE)
''They (UCF) played hard all the loss, but remain hopeful.
game," Lewis said. "They never
'Tm not disappointed that we
FOOTBALL
touchdown pass to Bret Cooper
Yet in the midst of the con- give up."
.
lost," McDowell.said. "fm not go. te 1 79
dd · b t fusing quarterback situation
The key to the Pirates sue- ingtoletitruinrnyweek;itruined
FROM PAGE 20
~a np .ay, -yar nv~, u
h
cessonSaturdaynightwasquar- my day and that's enough."
- it was Hinshaw who fimshed - an~se~enovera11 tumov~rs,t e terbackJeffBlake.Blake,a1988
"Wewere2-2atthistirnelast
Peeples.
.
the game by leading the Kmght s managed to gam 497 - graduate of Seminole High year. One of my basic rules is
"Ron is not a drop back passer Knight's to a touchdown with yards compared to 494 yards by School in Sanford completed not to panic before it's time."
and we wanted to do some drop minutes left in the game.
East Carolina's powerful pass'
back passing," McDowell said.
"I got in a little and got my ing attack.
. Peeples finished the game feet wet," Hinshaw said. "The . East Carolina's passing atwith six completions in eleven receivers are there for us. They tack came within eight points of
attempts, one interception and make mistakes too, but they upsettingninthrankedDivision
94 yards. The team also fumbled are doing great."
I Illinois two weeks ago, with
the ball twice with the second
Following questions of Blake completing 21 passes for
string quarterback at the helm. whether the receivers would 353 yards, including an 80-yard
"I think the interceptions stand up and show leadership pass.
were our fault," McDowell said. on the team, junior wide re"lf Blake was on our team and
''The fumbles wer~n't though. ceiver Bret Cooper emerged as not on theirs, we'd have won,"
They just made some outstand- a dependable wide-out. Cooper McDowell said.
ing defensive plays."
caught all three of the Knight's
McDowellstandsfirmincJaimThe quarterback shuffle con- touchdown passes and compiled ing that playing three quarter•••••••••••
tinued with redshirt freshman a career high 117 yards with backsinagameisbeneficialtothe
Darrin Hinshaw seeing action nine catches.
Knight's.. We wanted to let them
in the last two plays before the
The UCF -offensive line al- do their thing for a while. Obvihalf with the score 34-7.
Member.for a Night
:
lowed UCF quarterbacks to be ouslywedon'thaveaDanMarino.
· Johnsonreturnedtostartthe sacked seven times for a total If we did, we would have him in
Redeem this ad at the box office to receive Enzian Film Crirics Society •
admission ($4 instead of the regu.lar $6). Then become a member yourself •
second half and threw a second loss of 35 yards.
there the whole game."
and receive excellent benefits ALL THE TIME! Offer expires 9130191.
•
PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE· Starts sept.
•

FROM PAGE 20

:J

BEER·
WINE· DINING

20 · Fridays & Saturdays only, Midnight only· from the direaor
of BEETLEJUICE. BATMAN & EDWARD SC/SSORHANDS
EATING · Now showing· comedy cuit film about food &
women, food & sex, food & friends, food & ... · In English
DADDY NOSTALGIA· Starts sept. 21 · New film
from Benrand Tavernier · Stars Dirk &garde and Jane Birl<in ·
"TJ'o Thumbs Up!" rave Siske/ and Eben· In English

1300 S. Orlando Ave., In Maitland · 644-4662

•
•
•
•
•ill
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •

START YOUR FIRST DAY

WITH YEARS OF
EXPERl.ENCE BEHIND YOU.

Cross country· runners Johnny Smith, Matt Hall, David Bentley and Jim Ninuis
seek relief from the heat of competition at the UCF Invitational. (Michae1 oe Hoog1FuTuRE)

·Parking sticker tip: Use a razor
blade to make horizonal or
vertical cuts on your stic~er
after it is on your car to
prevent someone from peeling
·off your sticker.
Submitted by: Jesse James (senior, design engineering)

Bring your BS_N to the Army
and we'll assign a preceptor to
help pt.it you ar ease.
Your preceptor will be an
experienced Army Nurse who
will smooth yo11r transition from
school to practice. With advice,
counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just by being a friend.
With your preceptor's help,
you'll meet your new challenges and rapidly move into a
leadership role of your own.
If you're a BSN candidate ... or you are an RN with a
BSN ... you'll find the rewards and responsibility you're looking
for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army Nurse Corps
Recruiter.

SFC BEA~EGARD 904-377-0443

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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UCF playoff possibilities pinched by purple.Pirates

•

should be considered games UCF will win.
So with six victories, where can the Knights
find two more?
EXTRA INNINGS
The other three games on the road will all be
tough. The first is against Arkansas State on
OK. Four games are gone in the 1991 UCF Oct. 12. Next is Georgia Southern on Oct. 26
football season, and it is time to take a look on and the final road game is Nov. 9 against Libwhere UCF stands. The Knights are 2-2 and erty.
probably can only afford one more loss it they
All three teams will be tough, especially on
expect a chance to make the playoffs again. So, the road. Liberty is 1-3 and could be considered
the weakest of the three. UCF has defeated
is UCF in trouble?
''We were 2-2 after four games last year and Liberty the last two seasons but will face a
we're 2-2 now," UCF coach Gene McDoweH tough quarterback in Robbie Justino.
Last year, the Knights'
said. "We didn't panic
then, and we're not going
victory
eliminated
to panic now."
Liberty's chance of makFour of the remaining
....well, that sounds like
ing the playoffs .
a confident coach. But
This year, the Flames
seven games are at home
does the schedule allow
will try to return the favor.
and UCF should win them.
for just one loss?
If UCF manages to defeat
McDowell says that
either Georgia Southern or
I don't want to hear that
UCF won't face a tougher
Arkansas State, Liberty
Bethune-Cookman or
opponent the rest of the
will have the opportunity
way but that doesn't comto
do so.
Samford have good
pletely answer the quesWhich brings up an inteams.
teresting point. After UCF
tion .
He says he doesn't look
went2-2 last year, it played
ahead but rather takes
Liberty and the Eagles and
one game at a time.
split them.
Fair enough, but we can look ahead. We're a
But they did not have another opponent on
newspaper, we're supposed to play ''What if?" the level of Arkansas State, which is in the
transition year of moving to I-A.
games.
Four of the remaining seven games are at
So if history repeats itself, Arkansas State
home and UCF should win them. I don't want to will be the difference between 7-4 and stay at
hear that Bethune-Cookman or Samford have home, and 8-3 and going to the playoffs.
good teams.
Sort of makes you not wonder why coaches
If the Knights are to get eight wins, those don't like to look ahead.

Roy Fuoco

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

East Carolina's quarterback Jeff Blake (2) whips the ball
tO a defender despite preSSUre. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

•

KD Word

•

Servic~es

typing and editorial services

•

» typing $2 per page

•

>> resumes from $15
» proofing/editing available
>> free cover page
» free pickup and delivery
>> rush service available

Icall 657-8542 and leave message I

•

•

Ride the Best

•
Don't get wrecked. If you're.not
sober-or vou're not surelet someone else do the driving

•

Amessa~e pr01ided h,· this 11c\\spap1.·r
:uid Beer Drmkcrs of :\merica

II
•

A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you're not recycling, you're throwing
away a lot more than just your trash.
~
~~
Recycle. Save our environment.
"- ™
1

Ej)Enll

#BIKE WORKS

Z75·3976

;I:

z ...,,

9100 E. Colonial in Orlando at Beltway
formally BikeKing

Full Service, Accessories & Parts.

National Headquarters
150 Paularino Ave., Suite 190
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
7141557-2337
1-800-441-2337
'lk~r \lnnk<'" uf \mnic.1b .1111~1-pnilil C<lll>Ullll'r 11\l'lllh<·r, lup
o11.t~ll\17.atum "lll'I\ onl~ to pcr~un:-. mer till' .t~l' of !I
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Volleyball team wins ·
Stetson·Invitational
Lady Knights mangle Mercer, take
tournament over weekend to go 11-3
by Jenny Duncanson

weekend, and we are gonna
stay on this winning streak!"
T,he team traveled to
The Lady Knight's volley- Deland this weekend to ·conball team beat up on some tinue that streak and walked
away with another tournaTeddy Bears Sept. 18.
UCF slammed the Mercer ment win in the Stetson InviUniversity "Teddy Bears" vol- tational.
Competing in the tournaleyball team in three straight
games last Wednesday night ment were UCF, Mercer Uniin the UCF gym. The scores of versity, Charleston State and
the three games were 15-3, 15- Stetson University.
10and15-10.
The teams played three
The Lady Knights domi- matches on Friday and then
nated the first game, allowing single elimination matches on
Mercer to score only three Saturday.
points. The Teddy Bears gave
They went undefeated in
a strong showing in the second the matches and only lost two
period and kept the game close, of the games. The team's overtying the score at 10-10. The all record now moves to 11-3.
Lady Knights met the chalSeniors Shannon Pack and
lenge and rallied to run away Kathy Fill gave strong perforwith the last five points.
mances for UCF and were
"We had a new line-up in namedtotheAll-Tournament
and it was our first time play- Team.
ing together," said junior Jill
Head coach Laura Smith
Johnson. "We needed time to said she can see a real sense of
mold, but we really came to- . pride coming out in the team.
gether."
"We are extremely confiMercer worked hard in the dent," Smith said. ''With evthird game and kept the score ery match and every win we
close. UCF won the game, but are moving to a higher level."
not before going through some
This month is a busy month
long volleys and making some for the team with three home
tough plays.
. matcJi_es, three away matches
"We were ready for this," and two mini-series against
freshman Mariella Bonilla six other teams.
ThP.fir~t.oft.hP.~P.P'flmP.~ will
said. "We were hie-h comine-off
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

1

Linda Santiago looks on as her teammate spikes the ball during practice. The Lady
Knights improved their record to 11-3 over the weekend. (Charles Giantt11FUTUREJ
against the University ofSouth
Florida. T4e game is a very
important to the team.
"This match is our biggest
competition. South Florida is a
Division I school and a power
house," Smith said. "We
haven't beat them in the last
three years and we want to
beat them this year."
Smith said she is very confident but educated.
"I never look past any team.
South Florida was fourth in
the nation last year," Smith
said. "I respect their program
and their coach, but I think my
girls can beat them. We are

practice and get mentally prepared: I know we'll be really
fired up."
Wednesday's game starts at
7:30 p,m.and the team would
like to see a lot of support.
"I think once people see a
live volleyball game, they· wm
get hooked," Smith said. "It's a
very exciting spectator sport."
Not only is the game important, but the evening holds a
special meaning for Smith.
A special person in Smith's
life, a fellow volleyball coach,
was killed by a drurik driver
several years ago. One half of
the proceeds from Wednesdays

KNIGHTS NOTES;
The Lady Knights went into
last week on top of the East
Division in Sun Belt Conference Volleyball standings.
Conference play has yet to
begin.
· UCF leads the conference in
hitting percentage (.254) and in
aces with a 3.14 average.
Linda Santiago is second in
the conference with a .326 hitting percentage and fourth in
the conference with 3. 76 kills a
game.
Miriam Metzcus leads the
conference with an average of
one ace a game and Kathy Fill is

•
P~VITRGRln

SPt~TS
NEED CASH?
WE'LL BUY YOUR USED SPORTS EQUIPMENT
WE BUY • SELL • TRADE
& CONSIGN USED & NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT
(407) 699-1969
1667 south highway 17-92

longwood, florida
Second Location Coming Soon:
Unigold Shopping center
University Blvd.

DOING TAXES
CANMAKEYOU
FEEL GREAT.
_ ESPECIALLY
WHEN THEY'RE
SOMEONE ELSE'S.
If you have a-basic apti-

tude for math and the desire
to help others; you can get
a lot of satisfaction by volunteering your time and skills
to people who need help
doing their taxes.
80,000 people already
have. Join them.
To find out about the free
IRS training program, call
1-800-424-1040 now.

f!t!l

A Pubhc Service of
1
This Publication & ~,

¥j]

Internal
Revenue

Service

• • •••• •••••• • • •••• • •••• ••• •••• • •• ••
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT •
•
•• HEADS EAST
WITH THIS AD
•
. •
•• HAIRSTYLING
•
•
•
•
STYLE CUT
•
•
•
•
•
•
., PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
•
APPT. OR WALK IN•
• W ALMART CENTER
282-1754.
•• 10661 E. COL. DR.
•
•••••• ••••• • •••• •••• • •• •••• •• •••••

$9·95

~

•

OIL CHANGE
ONLY$3.33

AND 16 OTHER SERVICES FOR $3.33 EACH
AUTOMOBILE SAUINGS
ASSOCIATION
834~CAJR§

(2277)

.
..

~

~

•
•

•
Allied Health
Prof.essionals &
Administrators

•

g

..
Discover a challenging ,
•
future with opportunities to
advance. Serve your country
while you serve your career with:
• great pay and benefits
• normal working hours
• complete medical and dental
care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year

•

•
•

Find out how to qualify as an Air
Force professional. Call

•

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
IDL~FREE 1-800-423-USAF

•
•

•
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UCF Rugby -c liib Clobbers

•

South Florida for -first win
by Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

•
•
•

•

.
•

•
•

A team member of the UCF Rugby Club leaps over a South Florida
player in the·Knight's 16-0 thrashing of the Bulls. (Michael oeH009'FUTUREJ

The UCF Rugby Club gained it~;first
victory of the 1991 season on Satqrday
r
afternoon in a big way.
The Knights crushed the Uni ersity
of South Florida Rugby Team 1,6-0.
The first person to score for the
Knights was forward Mark Fkmald.
Though this was his first score qf the
season, Fernald hopes it is just thdirst
of many.
,'
"We scored on a penalty
play ,"Fernald said. "I ran it right up
the middle and slammed the ball down."
Matt Sherbondy kicked the conversion and the Knights jumped out ahead
6-0.
Joe Czachowski ~nd Richard
Germann helped UCF keep the ·pressure on and Jeff Maricle, another forward, pushed across the end line for
his second try in two weeks. Sherbondy
bootedariotherconversionandthescore
.
went to 12-0.
The University of South Florida
came out strong in the beginning of the
second half and got threateningly close
to the end line.
UCF responded by turning on the
pressure and holding them off.
Beforethegamewasover, UCFback
RobGingellranacrosstheendlineand
touched down the ball to make the final
score 16-0.
A second game was played between
both schools' B teams and and again
the Knights came out on top.
Ken Smith, who plays the hooker
position for UCF, felt that the team
played with a high intensity that was

missing from last weeks game.
"This week our backs did a much
better job passing," Smith said. "Our
forwards crushed their forwards."
Sherbondy, a back and the primary
kicker for the team, was impressed
with his team's performance.
-"Our back line looked great except for a few minor instances"
Sherbondy said. "But we attacked
· hard and came out on top!"
',Rob Gingell, of the UCF club, said
th~ Knights were well prepared for
this weeks game.
"We h~d some really intense practices this week and we were better
prepared mentally," Gingell said. "The
teams attitude was much better this
week."
Troy Martin, also a back for the
Knights, got his second start with the
team and feels the team is really coming together.
"I felt very comfortable playing
with these guys and this win was a
real confidence boost for us," Martin said .
Fernald was happy with the victory and looks forward to next
week's competition .
"We were hungry .for this today.
We played Thugby and showed we
are a power team," Fernald said.
"We have good momentum now .
There is no team we can take lightly,
but we
be ready for next week!"
The team will travel to Miami
this weekend to take on Barry University.
The Knights will return for an
Oct. 5 game versus Florida Atlantic University .

;

.

..-)

will

•
UCF Rugby remaining schedule

•

•

a unique program to help you
KICK THE GIGARETTE HABIT!

•
•

IF
•
YOU~ THINKING

•

t

ATIEN110N All SPOKfS FANS: Hyou
interested in moving cJoser to the real
action, 1he Central Florida Future Sports Dept

are

'

1

..

needs you Contact: Jamie Johnson at 823-3956

TIDNK ABOUT...

•

•

r-------------------,
MARYLAND FRIED CIDCKEN
OF UNION PARK

OCTOBER 9
CAMPUS
WELLl\TESS

•

CENTER
•
• rtem ' 011 1A

823-5841

•SPECIALIZING IN BUFFALO WINGS
·COMPLETE DINNERS
(DINE-IN OR TAKE OUT)

10°/o OFF
ANY REGULARLY
PRICED FOOD ITEM.
WITH STUDENT 1.0.

•

9710 E HWY 50 • BETWEEN ECON &· DEAN RD .

13~~4!0_: 2~~ l_t! 2~~~ ~~ .!'S.C~~~.J

•
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Knights hand off hopes to Division·I East Carolina
UCF offense coughs up ball
seven times in ugly 47-25 loss

~~·.
l

by Dave Meadows
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF football team suffered a few growing pains
Saturday night in its upward climb through NCAA
Division I~AA football.
The Knights had guaranteed East Carolina University a paycheck of $7 5,000 for its first-ever opportunity
to host a Division I school.
The Pirates earned their money in handing UCF a
47-25 defeat before 20,049 fans at Orlando's· Florida
.
Citrus Bowl.
The UCF Marching Knights had barely finished :
playing the national ~them wh~n both teams took to ·
lighting up the scorepoard.
.
UCF took the opening kickoff anc;J. marched ~3 yards
in seven plays. Junior wide receiver Bret Cooper drew
first blood with a 22 yard pass from senior quarterback
·
Ron Johnson.
. The Pirates took only three plays to score the equaliz.e r on Cedric Van Buren's 74 yard touchdown reception from East Car9lina's star quarterback Jeff Blake.
"Our offense did.a great job of putting points on the
board early," said ECUhead coach Bill Lewis. "It's not
very often that you give up 500yards of offense and win
by that margin."
Willie English glares into the unfriendly arms of four East Carolina defenders including AllECU took command of the game early by intercept- American LB Robe.rt Jones (44). English gained 114 yards in 19 carries. (Charles K. Morrow1FUTUREJ
ing Ron Johnson twice in the first quarter and converting those turnovers into touchdowns. The Pirates scored have a chance against any team," said UCFhead coach
on each of their first three possessions for a 21-7 lead Gene McDowell.
.
The Knights gained more yardage than East
and never looked back.
The Pirates, led by Blake, continued the assault into Carolina's heralded offense but was buried by throwing
the second quarter.
six interceptions and giving a way five fumbles in every
On ECU's first possession of the period, Blake com- way imaginable.
pleted four of five passes on an 81 yard, six play drive
After the Knights had fallen behind 21-7, second
that ended in a 31 yard TD reception by tight end Luke string quarterback Travis Peeples came on to lead the
Fisher. The Knights snuffed the point-after to make the team into East Carolina territory. Peeples then conscore 27-7.
nected over the middle to freshman wide receiver
After spotting the Pirates a 40-7 third-quarter lead, David Rhodes who made a spectacular leaping catch
the Knights began to play inspired football.
but then watched haplessly as the Pirate's safety Greg
.cooper caught his second touchdown pass of the Grandison ripped the ball out of his bands .
"When a guy takes a ball from David Rhodes, that's
night from Ron Johnson," back in the game after being
benched in the second quarter. The 41-yarder capped just a great play," McDo_well said. "A lot ofthe turnovers
a ten play, 79 yard drive.
"We played well enough in this game to prove we
FOOTBALL continued page 16
l

·

Turnover trouble:

UCF passing attack
faces first ..rate foe

Cross country
season begins

Knights continue quarterback ·shuffle .

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

....

by Gregory Eyma

by Jamie Johnson

and looked to three different
SPORTS EDITOR
quarterbacks for a consistent
field general
It was the best of times and
Following the game, UCF
the worst of times for the UCF coach Gene McDowell spoke ofa
football team in Saturday's grid- consistent passing attack as the
iron match-up against Division missing link the Knight's needed
I-A East Carolina.
to lead the teams back to _the
The 20,049 fans who arrived playoffs.
at the Citrus Bowl witnesed two
"I said earlier in the week
teams, each with All-American that ourdefensehad some things
class players on defense in their they needed to improve on. Our
respective divisions, play agame - running game was good, but we
that could be most appropriately needed to get our passing game
titled, 'The Tale ofTwo Passing going," McDowell said. "We've
Attacks."
got to get better."
In a night ofirony and mystiAfter an opening drive led by
fying turns ofevents, East Caro- senior quarterback Ron Johnlina coach Bill Lewis emerged son that covered 63 yards in
from the contest with a 47-25 seven plays put UCF up 7-0,
victory and mixed feelings about EastCarolina'squarterbackJeff ·
the game.
Blake struck back with a three
. "The game had an unusual play, 76-yard scoring drive of Receiver Mike Dickinson drops back to pass the ball
structure," Lewis said. "It was a his own that took just one
h
to quarterback Ron Jo nson. (Charles K Morrow/FlITURE)
strange football game. It was a minute.
game of big plays on offense."
From tha.,t point on, Johnson
UCF came out oflast week's threw two interceptions on the
Inside Preview
12-0 victory over the Division II
Valdosta State Blazers with a
dysfunctional passing attack
that completed only ten passes
PASS continued page 16
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Game Statistics page 17

The 1991 cross country season opened
for UCF at ·the University of Florida
Cross Country Invitational on Sept. 12.
The Knights were competing against
UF, Florida International and USF as
well as Brevard Community College and
Jacksonville Community College.
The UCF contingent made a strong
showing with a second place team showing for the women and a fourth place
team finish for the men.
Freshman Nicole Grappo, recovering
from a summer injury, led the Lady
Knights with an 18th place finish in a
time of20: ·39.
"Nicole ran well this first-timearound," said head coach Francisco
Castro, "although she needs a bit more
experience at 5K (3.1 miles)."
Grappo was followed by senior distance runner Tammy Chaimberlain in
22nd place at 21 :58 and freshman Susan
Black in 24th at 22:20 to solidify the
team position.
Newcomers Tasha Bielby and Brenda
Isaza rounded out the UCF squad with
23:38and23:49performancesrespectively.
Despite the loss of lead man Kyle
Klomp to illness, the UCF men's team
managed to produce three strong performances to take fourth place at the 5 mil~
distance.
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